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The Patient Activity Scale-II Is a Generic Indicator of
Active Disease in Patients with Rheumatic Disorders
KETNA PAREKH and WILLIAM J. TAYLOR

ABSTRACT. Objective. To determine whether the Patient Activity Scale-II (PAS-II) is a generic measure of dis-
ease activity by assessing whether the relationship of PAS-II with treatment decision (indicating dis-
ease activity) is invariant across disease.
Methods. The HealthAssessment Questionnaire-II (HAQ-II), a 10 cm visual analog scale for “pain,”
and another for “patient global assessment” were recorded from 1000 consecutive patients attend-
ing rheumatology outpatient clinics. Active disease was defined as treatment intensity increased and
inactive disease was defined as treatment intensity unchanged or decreased. A logistic regression
analysis was conducted with active disease as the dependent variable and the predictor variables
were PAS-II, diagnostic category, and the interaction between diagnostic category and PAS-II.
Results. PAS-II had a weak but statistically significant association with active disease that was inde-
pendent of diagnosis. An increase of 1 point in PAS-II increased the odds of being in the active dis-
ease state by 1.19 (95% CI 1.10 to 1.37). The relationship between active disease state and PAS was
not affected by diagnostic category.
Conclusion. PAS-II can be used as a generic self-report indicator of active disease across different
rheumatic disorders, and not just in rheumatoid arthritis. The strength of the relationship with dis-
ease activity is weak and physician-derived indicators remain very important. (First Release July 1
2010; J Rheumatol 2010;37:1932–4; doi:10.3899/jrheum.100008)
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The Patient Activity Scale-II (PAS-II) is a composite index
of disease activity status that combines the Health
Assessment Questionnaire-II (HAQ-II)1,2 and a 10 cm visu-
al analog scale (VAS) for pain and patient global assess-
ment. PAS-II defines levels of clinical activity that ade-
quately predict treatment change and mortality in patients
with rheumatoid arthritis (RA)3. The PAS-II is essentially
equivalent to the Routine Assessment of Patient Index Data
3 (RAPID3), except that the 3 components are combined to
range 0 to 30 (rather than averaged to range 0 to 10)4. The
RAPID3 has been shown to discriminate between active
intervention and placebo in clinical trials of RA as well as
the Disease Activity Scale4. Although it was developed and
validated for use in RA, the measures used to construct
PAS-II are not specific to RA, so there appears to be the pos-
sibility that PAS-II could also be useful in other rheumatic

diseases. The RAPID3 has been used in the clinic in all
rheumatic diseases and appears to be helpful, although the
published information is mostly descriptive5. Our aim was
to assess the strength of the relationship between PAS-II and
active disease status among all patients attending a regional
rheumatology department, and whether this relationship was
the same for different disease categories, implying that it
could be a useful generic measure.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
All patients attending the rheumatology outpatient clinics at the Wellington
Regional Rheumatology Unit routinely complete a questionnaire, which
consists of the HAQ-II and a 10 cm VAS for pain and for patient global
assessment. Data were obtained from 1000 consecutive patient visits. The
PAS-II score was calculated from these data as:

(HAQII x 3.33 + Pain + PtGlob)/3
The score ranges from 0 (no disease activity) to 10 (very severe activity).
Medical records were reviewed to ascertain the disease activity status for
that particular clinic visit. Active disease status was defined as “treatment
intensity increased” and inactive disease status was defined as “treatment
intensity unchanged or decreased.” Patients for whom treatment changed
because of side effects were excluded from this analysis since disease activ-
ity status was indeterminate. Data were also collected on the demographic
details (age, sex) and disease diagnosis. The disease diagnoses were divid-
ed into 5 diagnostic categories (RA, other inflammatory arthritis, autoim-
mune connective tissue diseases, noninflammatory arthritis, and others).
“Other inflammatory arthritis” consisted of ankylosing spondylitis, psoriat-
ic arthritis, gout, and other inflammatory arthritis. “Noninflammatory
group” consisted of osteoarthritis and fibromyalgia syndrome.
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“Autoimmune connective tissue” diseases included systemic lupus erythe-
matosus, systemic sclerosis, and undifferentiated connective tissue dis-
eases. “Others” included conditions such as polymyalgic syndrome,
inflammatory myositis, Sjögren’s syndrome, Behçet’s disease, and plantar
fasciitis.

A logistic regression analysis was conducted with active disease status
as the dependent variable and the predictor variables being PAS-II, diag-
nostic category, and the interaction between diagnostic category and PAS-
II. Only the first visit values were used for patients with more than 1 visit
(patients rather than visits were the unit of analysis). In a separate regres-
sion analysis, each component of the PAS-II composite (VAS for pain, VAS
for global assessment, and HAQ-II) was analyzed as an independent pre-
dictor of active disease state, to evaluate whether any 1 particular compo-
nent contributed in predicting disease activity status. A receiver-operating
characteristic (ROC) curve was plotted for sensitivity and 1 — specificity
for every value of PAS-II in predicting active disease status. The area under
the curve (AUC) indicated the strength of the association between PAS-II
and active disease status.

We did not adjust for sex and age in any of these analyses since the
objective of our study was to determine whether the PAS-II score varied in
its relationship with treatment decision across different diseases. Since the
different diseases also have different age-sex profiles, adjustment of
patient-reported outcome scores by age and sex would have confounded
interpretation of the relationship of interest. Moreover, since there are no
accepted means of reporting age-sex adjusted scores of the components of
the PAS-II for use in clinical practice, it is very difficult to construct a
PAS-II score that takes this into account.

RESULTS
Data were collected on 1000 consecutive patient visits in
which complete PAS-II questionnaires were available,
between July 2004 and June 2008. Of these, 883 were first
visits (i.e., first within the study period, and may have been
new or return patients), and these patients were selected for
further analysis. Sixty-nine percent were women. The mean
(SD) age was 55.5 (15.7) years. The numbers of patients in
each diagnostic category were 295 (33%) RA, 272 (31%)
other inflammatory arthritis, 75 (8.5%) noninflammatory
disorders, 109 (12%) autoimmune connective tissue dis-
eases, and 132 (15%) other diseases.
Active disease status was observed in 472 patients

(54%). There were 25 patients (2.8%) excluded because of
indeterminate disease activity status. Disease activity status
for each disease category is shown in Table 1. The distribu-
tion of PAS-II scores for active compared to inactive disease
status is shown in Figure 1. Average (SD) scores for the

PAS-II components were 4.1 (2.8) for pain, 3.8 (2.6) for
patient global assessment, and 0.86 (0.65) for HAQ-II.
The results of the logistic regression analysis are shown

in Table 2. PAS-II was independently associated with dis-
ease activity status (OR 1.19, 95% CI 1.07–1.33) and there
was no significant interaction between diagnostic category
and PAS-II (p = 0.12).
The ROC curve plots the sensitivity and 1 — specificity

for every value of PAS-II in predicting active disease status.
TheAUC is 0.63 (95% CI 0.60 to 0.67), which indicates that
PAS-II statistically significantly discriminates between
active and inactive disease states, but not accurately.
Logistic regression analysis was conducted for each

component of the PAS-II composite score. The dependent
variable was disease outcome, and independent variables
were VAS for pain, patient global assessment, and HAQ-II.
The results showed that VAS for pain and HAQ-II were the
most important contributing factors. The OR for pain was
1.17 (95% CI 1.08–1.26) and for HAQ-II was 1.33 (95% CI
0.98–1.80). The patient global assessment contributed no
significant additional value (OR 0.98, 95% CI 0.89–1.07).

DISCUSSION
PAS-II is a composite index that combines 3 generic patient-
reported measures. Our study shows that there is a statisti-
cally significant relationship between PAS-II and active dis-
ease status, confirming the validity of the instrument. The
strength of the association between disease activity and
PAS-II was not affected by diagnostic category, confirming
that it is a generic instrument, valid for rheumatic diseases
other than RA.
There are certain limitations to our study. Disease activi-

ty status was defined by treatment decision, which can be
affected by patient and physician preferences, and treatment
availability, as well as by disease activity. Nonetheless, this
gold standard has been used to construct other disease activ-
ity measures in rheumatology, particularly the Disease
Activity Score6.
The data suggest that PAS-II could be used more widely

across different rheumatic diseases. The PAS-II score is sim-
ple and easy to implement. In addition to its use in clinical

Table 1. Frequency of treatment decisions and values of PAS-II components in each disease category.

Treatment Decision, n (%)
Category No Change Increased Decreased Change Because HAQ-II, Pain, Patient Global,

Intensity Intensity of Side Effects mean (SD) mean (SD) mean (SD)

Rheumatoid arthritis 118 (40.0) 140 (47.5) 28 (9.5) 9 (3.1) 0.95 (0.65) 4.11 (2.78) 3.78 (2.58)
Other inflammatory arthritis 116 (42.6) 131 (48.2) 15 (5.5) 10 (3.7) 0.77 (0.62) 4.06 (2.78) 3.86 (2.63)
Noninflammatory disorder 37 (49.3) 36 (48.0) 2 (2.7) 0 (0.0) 1.06 (0.65) 5.18 (2.58) 4.75 (2.51)
Autoimmune connective tissue 55 (50.5) 40 (36.7) 10 (9.2) 4 (3.7) 0.70 (0.59) 3.56 (2.80) 3.73 (2.65)
disease
Other 60 (45.5) 40 (30.3) 30 (22.7) 2 (1.5) 0.84 (0.69) 3.93 (3.03) 3.54 (2.63)

PAS: Patient Activity Scale; HAQ: Health Assessment Questionnaire.
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studies or routine clinical practice, the generic properties
suggest that the PAS-II could be used to compare disease
activity across different rheumatic diseases.
The major limitation to the more general use of the

PAS-II is the relatively poor discrimination in distinguishing
between patients with active disease and those with inactive
disease. It is possible that this could be improved by the

addition of disease-specific modules (for example, joint
count in RA) or other generic patient-reported factors, such
as fatigue.
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Figure 1. Distribution of PAS-II scores for patients without active disease (A) and with active disease (B; nor-
mal curve superimposed).

Table 2. Logistic regression analysis for active disease status as a function
of PAS-II, diagnostic group, and the interaction term (-2log-likelihood
1123, model chi-square fit 50.7 with 3 degrees of freedom, p < 0.001).

p OR (95% CI)

PAS-II 0.002 1.19 (1.07 to 1.33)
Diagnostic group* 0.090
Other IA 0.099 0.57 (0.29 to 1.11)
Noninflammatory 0.033 0.26 (0.07 to 0.90)
Connective tissue disorders 0.280 0.64 (0.28 to 1.45)
Other 0.723 1.15 (0.54 to 2.45)

Diagnostic group × PAS-II 0.120
Other IA by PAS-II 0.098 1.16 (0.97 to 1.37)
Noninflammatory by PAS-II 0.169 1.20 (0.93 to 1.56)
Connective tissue disorders by PAS-II 0.827 1.02 (0.83 to 1.27)
Other by PAS-II 0.217 0.91 (0.76 to 1.10)

Constant 0.339 0.77

* Reference category is “ rheumatoid arthritis”. PAS: Patient Activity
Scale; IA: inflammatory arthritis.
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